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Aiding India’s Boating Industry

HEADLINES

Will Mumbai Ever Get A Marina?
When will Mumbai be home to a marina? That is a question which has been the focal
point for the past decade in the leisure boating industry. A point that has been much
discussed and debated over.

Although it has been mentioned over the years, the

information in recent news articles appears to be more consolidating. Rs 40 crore has
been slotted as an initial investment on the Mumbai marina, which will have a parking
space for 150 to 200 boats and yachts. Like its international counterparts, it will have
fueling, repair and maintenance facilities. However, the complete plan envisions an...

SAILOR SPEAK

A Voyage To Muscat From Bombay And Back!
The ultimate dream of every sailor is to make an ocean passage atleast once in lifetime.
Leaving behind the safe harbour, sailors cherish the thrill of heading out into the open
sea, away from the crowd, in search of a new port. With the advances in technology
offshore sailing has become a very safe activity in the recent years. Technologies and
gadgets like GPS, autopilots, satellite communication systems etc. have made
navigation much more simpler. But almost 30 years back, in 1986 it was all very
different. Sailors mostly relied on traditional navigation methods...

YACHT CHARTERS

Sailing On High Notes – Millionaire Asia (India) Article
Pure relaxation. Pure adventure. That is what it means to charter a yacht for an ultimate
seagoing experience. Often people wonder; once you are on a yacht where does the
day take you? From the gentle beginnings in St Tropez, to lunch in Monaco and dinner in
Portofino or a relaxing time off Pampelonne beach soaking up the sights, sounds and
flavours of the Mediterranean? The world is your oyster when you are chartering a yacht
that can re-locate to practically anywhere, catering to your own customised itinerary. If
you’ve set your mind to discover the world anew then an international yachting...

ADVENTURE SPORTS

Paragliding – Minimise Your Fear Maximise Your Fun
If you are a traveler at heart, a seeker and life’s friend at large, longing for new
friendships and laughter, sharing the joys of love and light then… Paragliding is for you!
Paragliding is the closest humans can get to the feeling of flying like a bird. It is a fun,
safe way to experience flight in its simplest form. You simply lay out a wing on a hillside
or mountain, inflate it over your head like a kite, run a few steps and before you know it
you’ve stepped off into the sky! Once in the air, a pilot is able to maintain and even gain
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altitude using lifting air currents and thermals. Landing a para-glider is extremely...
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